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Abstract
The experimental results for the implementation of a fuzzy
tracking controller on a macro-micro manipulator (M3) are
shown and compared to those of a joint-PD controller. The
test bed is a nonlinear nonminimum-phase MIMO system
with a complex dynamic model and pronounced joint
frictions. The controller belongs to a class of fuzzy controllers
based on Lyapunov-function reasoning. The control strategy
assumes no a priori knowledge about the system dynamics,
however it uses the structural properties of the system model.
Although the control structure can be of the form of many
standard fuzzy control techniques, it may also be interpreted
as a nonlinear MIMO PID. It is shown that the performance
of the proposed controller is better than that of the joint-PD
and can be further improved using fuzzy control techniques.

1 Introduction
Fuzzy control, with its various methodologies has been the
focus of attention for the past several years. Most of the
works however, suffer from the lack of systematic design and
suitable framework for stability and performance analysis.

Takagi-Sugeno-model-based fuzzy controllers, which
formulate stability and performance indices in terms of LMIs,
are one of the solutions [15]. Practical system modelings are
prone to error and uncertainties. So in that case, model-free
control methods are the best solutions. This however, will
complicate the stability analysis of the closed-loop system.

In [20] and [2], fuzzy relations and phase portrait of error
were used respectively to derive the fuzzy rules for
controlling a flexible link. In [18], by dividing the trajectory
into piecewise sliding surfaces, two fuzzy controllers were
designed for hitting motion and sliding in each region. In
[11], a fuzzy hyperbolic state space model together with its
stability and optimal performance are discussed. The authors
also introduce a fuzzy Lyapunov synthesis for a SISO system.
The idea is to choose a Lyapunov function candidate and
derive the fuzzy rules to make its derivative negative where
the only a priori knowledge is the output relative degree.

For a macro-micro manipulator (M3) the macro links show
considerable vibrations during the motion which results in
end-point position errors of the micro part. A PDE with time-

varying boundary conditions governs these vibrations. Due to
non-collocated nature of sensors and actuators of macro
manipulator, the system shows nonminimum-phase behavior.
The structural damping, frictions and the couplings between
the macro and micro parts also contribute to the modeling
error and make the control of M3, a difficult problem.

In [8], the command filtering prevents the excitation of the
macro flexible modes. The effect of the geometric
characteristics of the micro part on the system zeros were
considered in [4]. In [16], the P-PED method transfers the
vibration energy of the macro part to the micro manipulator
and a frequency matching algorithm was used in [17]. In [7],
the inertial forces of the high-bandwidth micro manipulator
damp the vibration of the macro part. In [14], a two-stage
controller determines the micro trajectory to damp the macro
vibrations and subsequently brings the micro to rest. In [19], a
VSC and a predictive controller do the tracking control for the
micro and macro parts respectively. In [3], a stable
feedforward neural network identifies the M3 dynamics
online and two controllers for macro and micro parts are used
in an inverse dynamics scheme for output tracking and
vibration suppression. Just few works (such as [12]) consider
the nonminimum-phase characteristics of the system.

To extend the idea of fuzzy Lyapunov synthesis to a MIMO
problem, this paper presents a methodology that uses only the
output relative degree and the structural properties of the
system model where the latter are direct results of the
physical laws. No other a priori system knowledge is
assumed. The control decision rule provides a framework for
stability and performance analysis and essentially differs from
[11]. Although, the control structure can be of the form of
many standard fuzzy control techniques, it may also be
interpreted as a nonlinear MIMO PID.

In this paper, first the problem formulation is brought in
section 2 and then in sections 3 and 4, the proposed controller
and experimental results are presented respectively.

2 Manipulator Model
The M3 dynamics with locked macro joints are given by
[1,5]:
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where ],,,[ TTTTT qqX &&θθ= . nℜ∈θ  and mq ℜ∈ are the



vectors of micro joint variables and flexible modes
respectively. 1h , 2h are the coriolis/centripetal and 1g , 2g  are
gravity forces. 1f  is the joint friction, 2f  is the structural
damping term, and M and K are the positive-definite mass
and stiffness matrices, respectively. Define
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The end-effector of the micro can be expressed as:

qy φθ += (3)
where φ  is a constant matrix. y  has to track a reference
trajectory while the closed-loop and internal dynamics are
stable. Successive differentiation of the output yields:

BuAy +=&& (4-a)
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))(( 22232 gqfKqhNN ++++− &φ (4-b)

It is well known that since M is positive definite, N and
hence 1N are positive definite [12]. Also, by continuity, B is
positive definite in a neighborhood of 0=φ .

3 The Proposed Control Strategy
Most practical systems have complex nonlinear and uncertain
models. Their dynamics however, are based on physical laws,
resulting in some structural mathematical properties.
Although the exact model is difficult to derive, the properties
are known and held in the presence of uncertainties.

The proposed control scheme is a fuzzy model-free controller
based on first selecting a Lyapunov function candidate and
then making its derivative negative according to the structural
properties of the system dynamics. The idea of fuzzy
Lyapunov synthesis has also been suggested in [11], where no
direct insight to the system structural dynamic properties was
given and hence the stability analysis was less tractable there.

3.1 The Stability Analysis

The idea is explained through the tracking control of M3. To
begin, let us choose a Lyapunov function candidate as

RRV T
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1
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where )(
0
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t
edeeR τγβα & , ryye −=  and ry  is the

reference trajectory and βα , and γ are the time-varying
weight matrices. The time derivative of V  can be given by
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We first consider the control term in Equation (6)
BuRC Tβ=1 (7)

If we can make Bβ  a positive-definite matrix, then by the
following choice of the control input, the negative-
definiteness of 1C  is ensured:

0, >−= ζζRu (8)
where ζ  is a positive-definite matrix. It can be shown that
B is indeed positive-definite in the neighborhood of 0=φ .
Hence by choosing any 0>β , the positive-definiteness of

Bβ  term is guaranteed. The idea is to make 1C  large enough
such that it dominates the effects of 2C and 3C where

))()(( 02 r
tT yedeeRC &&&&&& βτγβααγ −++++= ∫

ARC T β=3 . (9)
Moreover, it can be observed that the 2C  term does not
explicitly depend on the system dynamics and it is only a
function of design parameters γβα ,, , measurable signals

ee &,  and the reference trajectory. Consequently, a fuzzy rule-
base like that in [11] can be developed to enhance the
stability. As far as 3C  term is concerned, it can be divided to

umm CCC 333 +=
where mC3 and umC3  are the matched and unmatched
uncertainties respectively given by

)( 1113 gfhBRC T
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The mC3  term can be overcome by a large ζ  in Equation
(8). The umC3 depends on the deflection variables q  and it
can be shown that it is bounded by [9,10]:

2211 ),( κεεκβµ ××= TR (12)

with 1ε , 2ε  as lower bounds for )det( 3M and )det(M  and
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Thus to make ensure V&  negative, 1C should be greater than
µ . Since both B  and 3C  depend on the system internal
dynamics, it should be stable to make the scheme effective.

3.2 Internal Dynamics and Performance Measures

The major issue in the analytical design of the model-free
controller is that since no information about the system model
is available, the stability of the zero dynamics of the system
cannot be determined mathematically. However, the
relationship between the flexible modes of the macro
manipulators and the internal dynamics can be used as a
measure of internal dynamics stability.

The Lyapunov function candidate can be chosen based on
tracking objectives. For a system whose internal dynamics are
not stable and/or other performance indices should also be
considered three approaches may be suggested:

1. Define a Lyapunov function candidate to include indices
for internal dynamics stability and other performance



measures, too. This is often very complicated.

2. Tune the parameters of the Lyapunov function candidate
based on performance measures and/or internal stability.

3. Add other control terms to the main controller in 1C  such
that each term satisfies one (or more) of the other
performance measures and/or internal stability.

Note that in selecting the last two approaches the main control
term 1C  should be kept effective and hence 0<V& still holds.

For the control of M3 two other objectives were also
considered. The first one is to smooth and bound the control
signal for actuators. This may be done using the following TS
rules with some smooth membership functions:

If iu is small, Then control = iu (13-a)
If iu is large, Then control = MAX ni ,...,1= (13-b)

where iu is the i ’th component of the control vector and
MAX is less than the actuators’ maximum output torque.

The second goal is to make the internal dynamics of the
system bounded. To this end1, three approaches can be taken:

I. Based on the third approach, the control signal can be
further limited:

If abs (deflection) is high, Then    (LM)i    is    0
If abs (deflection) is small, Then   (LM)i    is    1

(control signal)i =  (LM)i * iu   ni ,...,1= (14)

Adding this limiting control term is equivalent to selecting
ζ in Equation (8) as a diagonal matrix rather than a scalar.
This would not affect the stability as long as 0>ζ . The cost
we pay for less vibration is however a slower response.

II. Rearranging the terms in Equation (4), we have
))(()( 111212 gfhNNBuqfKqq T +++−=++ φφ &&&

θφ &&& −+−+− )()( 22232 qfKqNhNN (15)
Qualitatively speaking, adding a damping term to Equation
(8) will help the damping of the internal modes. This is
similar to the term used in [12,13] based on a sensitivity
analysis. The new term is added as

)](**)**([ 321 RabsZqZqZRu ++−= &ζ (16)
where 1Z  and 2Z  are determined based on the modal
damping and the bounds on positive-definite matrices 2f  and
K . )(*3 RabsZ  make the control term 1C  still effective.

]1,0[3 ∈Z  may be determined using some fuzzy rules based
on the macro deflection. Due to damping time constant of the
modes, this term is effective for slow trajectories.

III. Based on the second approach given above, the

                                                          
 1A similar idea in [6] is used to suppress the vibrations and
track the reference trajectory with one control input with
sliding mode controllers.

parameters of each PID controller can be tuned according to
some performance measures. To explain the idea, consider a
sample step response in Figure 1. Four regions are classified
in Table 1. To reduce the overshoots, derivative coefficient
should be decreased. At the rising portion of the curve, the
slope of the reference trajectory is high and the proportional
and derivative terms can be selected accordingly. The tuning
rules are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. A small integral term
can also be added to ensure zero static errors. This tuning is
equivalent to choosing the time varying parameters of the
Lyapunov function such that 0>Bβ  and 01 <C .

4 Experimental Results
The actual planar M3 test bed consists of one flexible macro
and two rigid similar micro links (Figure 2) whose parameters
are listed in Table 3. The system model can be derived based
on the Euler-Lagrange method [1,5]. The macro link is made
of two parallel ( cm5 apart) stainless-steel beams, which are
fixed at both ends, hence both the gravitational and torsional
effects are negligible. The micro links are made of aluminum
with circular cross sections. The actuators are three Maxon
DC servomotors, each equipped with 500 count./rev.
incremental encoders. All joints undergo considerable
friction. To maintain the locked-joint condition, two brakes
plus a joint-PD controller kept the initial position of the
macro links unchanged. The first vibration mode of a pseudo-
clamped beam was used [1] and fedback through the strain
gauges -installed near the base of flexible beams- after signal
conditioning. The software was written in Watcom C and
implemented in MATLAB xPC Target environment. The
Data acquisition was done using Advantec DAQ cards with a

ms1 sampling period and the ODE 4 (Runge-Kutta) solver.

4.1 The Definitions of the Output

In [9], it is shown that in macro locked-joint condition, the B
matrix in Equation (4) is independent of the deflection modes.
Through numerical simulation the eigenvalues of the B
matrix were plotted against the variations of θ  where they
always remained positive [10].

Two definitions for the two-dimensional output vector were
used. In the first one, let the output vector be defined as

qy 







+=

0
1φθ (17)

where q1φ is the macro tip pseudo-angle. It can be seen that
the second element is minimum-phase while the first one may
not. The second definition is adopted from the method
suggested in [12] and is based on the cartesian task space
coordinates. To derive this definition, note that the endpoint
of the manipulator and its desired trajectory in cartesian space
may be given by ),( θqhY =  and ),( ddd qhY θ=
respectively. The idea is to define the output y such that

),(),( ddqhqh θθ = (18)
holds against the variations in q and θ . Up to the first degree
of approximation, this would yield [12]:



qqJqWJy ddqdd ),(),(1 θθθ θ
−+= (19)

where θJ and qJ are related jacobians and θJ is required to
be nonsingular in the task space. W is a weighting matrix and
can be used to define minimum-phase outputs. Assuming a
cartesian coordinates with its x  axis along with the non-
deflected beam and the beam deflections measured along its
y axis, it yields the following definition for the output:
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where )(1 xp is the first mode shape, L is the length of the
micro links and d2θ , d3θ are the desired joint angles.

4.2 Reference Trajectories

Three reference trajectories were considered for tracking. The
first one is a 0.5 Hz sinusoidal trajectory:
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The second one is a quintic trajectory:
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and the last one is a ramp trajectory with different slopes for
output vector elements to avoid singularities
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4.3 Comparing the Responses2 and Conclusion

Figure 3 depicts the results of applying the joint-PD controller
to the first output in Equation (17) for tracking of the quintic
trajectory. The PD gains were selected such that smaller and
larger gains would result in worse responses. As seen the
controller can not damp the vibrations. Figure 4 repeats the
test when the PD controller uses the feedback of the elastic
mode, too which results in vibration damping as well.

In figures 4 to 7, the output in Equation (17), tracks the
quintic and the sinusoidal trajectories, first using only the
basic controller in Equation (8) (with feedback from both
rigid and elastic modes) and the next time by adding fuzzy
control terms in section 3.2 to improve the responses.
Although the parameters of the controllers have not been
optimally tuned, some improvements like more vibration
damping and/or better time responses are achieved.

Figures 8 to 11 show the responses of the second output in
Equation (20) for tracking quintic and ramp trajectories. In
practice, to avoid the singularities and instability, the
coefficients of q in Equation (20) were limited to a small

                                                          
 2 Figures show actuators’ torques (Nm), macro deflection
(m), outputs (rad) versus time (s) respectively.

range against the variations in d2θ and d3θ . In this time, the
fuzzy terms are more effective in damping the vibrations.

As a conclusion, the stability reasoning in section 3.1
provides a suitable framework to apply fuzzy control
techniques to this plant. It is also inherently robust to the
plant model uncertainties (like unmodeled dynamics) and
behaves well against the complex model of the system. Thus
it can be regarded as a good starting point for analysis and
design of the model-free controllers.
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Figure 3: The response of the first output to the quintic
trajectory with joint-PD controller.

Figures 4,5:The responses of the first output to the quintic
trajectory with the controller in Equation (8) without/with

using approach III.

 



Figures 6,7: The responses of the first output to the sinusoidal
trajectory with the controller in Equation (8) without/with

using approach I.

Figures 8,9: The responses of the second output to the quintic
trajectory with the controller in Equation (8) without/with

using approaches I, II and III (all together).

Figures 10,11: The responses of the second output to the ramp
trajectory without/with using approaches I and II (together).
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